
11 June 2020 
 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
Planning for the future 
 
I do hope this letter finds you and your family safe and well in these unprecedented times. I 
want to start by thanking you all for your ongoing support in ensuring students continue to 
access their education and are kept safe. I know you will also join me in thanking all of the 
school staff for their hard work, dedication and commitment in providing appropriate work 
and associated feedback, contacting students and families – many of which have found 
themselves vulnerable in various ways - and supporting those attending school. The staff team 
have been dedicated to ensure student safety and educational needs have been met and they 
are busy planning for the future. 
 
Predicting what that future will look like is incredibly challenging. Advice and updates from the 
DfE has changed on almost a daily basis and there have been so many announcements from 
the Government and agencies, I thought parents would appreciate if I set out a vision for our 
work at Humphry Davy School. 
 
Summer term 2020 
 

 Year 10 
Preparations are under way for Year 10 students to return to school. Almost half of the 
year group has confirmed their intent and we look forward to welcoming them back 
into the school environment, albeit part time and on a rota basis, from Monday 22nd 
June. Suitable adjustments have been made following a series of robust risk 
assessments. Please note, the advice from Public Health England limits attendance on 
any one day to 25% of the year cohort and classes are limited to a maximum size, so 
you will appreciate the challenge in delivering for all students even in that single year 
group. Please be aware that any student wishing to access provision after this date 
may well need to wait until the following fortnight to make arrangements and will be 
placed into a new „bubble‟ group if numbers have exceeded their limit.  Any additional 
parents seeking for their year 10 child to return should contact Mrs Oliver. 

 
Please be assured that we continue to support those Year 10 students who are not 
returning through remote learning activities via the ShowMyHomeWork app. 

 
I know students and their parents and carers will all be anxious what impact the 
absence from school will have on their exams in summer 2021. Gavin Williamson, The 
Secretary of State for Education, made a statement to the House of Commons on 
Tuesday that exams would go ahead in 2021, but it is not yet known what adjustments 
will be needed to the system. The chief regulator of Ofqual, the body responsible for 
exams, responded that a consultation on plans will start “in the coming weeks” and 
acknowledged that Schools need to know what‟s happening with next year‟s exams 
“before the summer break ideally”. We will keep a close eye on developments and 
continue in the interim to cover full specifications in preparation. 

 

 Years 7, 8, 9 and 10 
Work continues to be provided through the ShowMyHomeWork app or paper copies 
have been sent home where we know families have limited access to IT. I am incredibly 
grateful to all parents who can find time to support their child and ensure they are 
engaging with the work appropriately. Feedback from Year10 parents consulted over 



the plans for wider opening included many examples where students were effectively 
engaged with their teachers in a cycle of provision, attempt, feedback and 
consolidation. This is true in other years too but through our monitoring we are aware 
of a small number of students that are less engaged and need additional support, 
often to organize them and plan their time.  

 
I know a huge number of families have been in regular contact and I would encourage 
anyone seeking help to please contact us and your class teacher, Mentor, Student 
Support Worker or House Lead - as appropriate - will be in touch. 

 

 Annual Reports and Family Support 
Disruption to our annual reporting schedule due to the coronavirus means we will be 
sending home an adapted report for students in Years 7, 9, and10 before the end of 
the summer term. Year 8 students received their report in February 2020, prior to the 
„lockdown‟. 
 
It is our aim though to contact every family prior to the end of term and Mentors, 
Student Support Workers and House Leaders will be in touch in the coming weeks. 
 
Student email, personal document files and our online learning resources, such as PiXL 
Apps, Hegarty Maths, GCSE Pod and Tassomai, will remain accessible to students and 
parents alike over the summer holiday closure – just click on the “students” link at the 
bottom of the school website and log in. The focus of the adapted annual reports will 
be to provide a succinct picture of the concepts and topics students should focus on to 
reinforce and consolidate learning and to „signpost‟ the resources to support. 

 

 Government Laptop Scheme 
Laptop applications, for those eligible, were submitted and we are awaiting allocation 
in the next few weeks. The first round of laptops have nationally been distributed in 
small batches to students and families identified as the most vulnerable and 
disadvantaged. We are informed that the next allocation, which includes Humphry 
Davy School is „on target‟ and due to arrive in the next few weeks but we have not yet 
had confirmation of the number of laptops that will be available to the school. I am 
also aware that schools are having to adjust settings to ensure laptops are safe to use 
on line and this is causing further delays. We will be in contact with families as soon as 
we receive details. 

 
Summer Holidays 2020 
 
There are calls reported in the media from various politicians and experts for the government 
to launch a „summer school‟ to help make up for lessons missed. Suggestions what a „summer 
school‟ may look like are broad and varied and involve mentoring and delivery by a wide 
range of partners. I am sure all would share my concern regarding the potential impact the 
lockdown continues to have on our children‟s‟ education but we await details of a coherent and 
deliverable plan. 
 
September 2020 
 
There are too many unknowns to accurately set out a complete picture for provision in 
September. What I can share is how we are preparing.  

 Term dates are being set but as ever I want to be transparent and share that a 
flexible approach to the start of term in particular will be essential and will of course 
be subject to how the pandemic spreads and the advice of Public Health England. 



 We look forward to welcoming our new Year 7 students in September - many of whom 
are currently working their way through the Transition Packs we provide - and we will 
make special arrangements to ensure they are effectively integrated into the school. 
Our values as a school have not changed and a „sense of belonging‟ is still vital to 
ensure success in the long term. 

 We are also planning a series of induction and socialization activities for all our other 
year groups who will have been out of school for such a significant period. 

 Staff have been recruited and a timetable is drafted so we can deliver lessons in 
school as soon as it is deemed safe to do so. Adaptations can be made to 
accommodate various scenarios. 

 Schemes of learning are constantly under review to map coverage of concepts and 
topics to ensure gaps in learning can be addressed within appropriate timescales. 

 The government have stated that secondary schools will probably not be operating „in 
the usual way‟ so the leadership team here at Humphry Davy School are drawing up 
plans to ensure effective continuity of learning. 
 
„Blended learning‟ with a mix of time spent attending school classes, supported by 
remote learning activities and on-line video conferencing is planned and will be 
available from September. We successfully applied for two of the government 
announced packages for schools and are currently in the process of implementation as 
well as organizing and delivering a programme of training for staff, supported by 
schools that have been on the same journey. Schemes of learning and resources are 
being progressed and shared, and pedagogy will develop over the remaining weeks 
of the summer term.  
 
From September, every member of our school community will have secure access to 
staff, lessons and Mentor groups through a „closed‟ safeguarded system. A number of 
platforms are available for online delivery but stories in the media of classes and 
meetings being „bombed‟ and interrupted are common. Even today The Times 
newspaper is reporting how school children are handing over passwords for virtual 
lessons on Zoom to popular YouTubers pretending to be students. The ease with which 
passwords have been shared has led to unscrupulous individuals exposing children to 
horrific images and online content e.g. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-
devon-52576466 and https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-52412845  
 
Safeguarding the children in our care at Humphry Davy School is paramount. I 
appreciate some parents and carers want us to use these „open‟ available systems to 
provide videoconference lessons here and now but I will not compromise the 
safeguarding of children and staff. The pace of implementation of our systems will 
always ensure children are safeguarded and staff will be effectively trained to make 
best use of the tools and resources right from launch.  

 
Thank you again for your continued patience, support and understanding. I appreciate these 
are incredibly challenging times and working together is the most effective way of navigating 
them successfully for your children. 
 
Together we stand – Onen hag ol! 
 
W A Marshall 
Headteacher 
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